
The House Judiciary Committee reports out several gun safety reform measures, fails to 

report universal background checks. The Bills that were approved by the committee 

include: 

HB 1872, which would ban devices as “bump stocks” that assist in rapid fire 

HB 2060 which would ensure that domestic abusers be required to relinquish weapons 

to an appropriate authority. 

HB2227, which would allow concerned family members and law enforcement to file for 

extreme risk protective orders to prohibit firearm possession by individuals who are at 

risk causing harm to themselves, others 

HB273 which would allow people with mental or physical health concerns to voluntarily 

surrender their firearms 

HB2266 and HB2267 which would require expedited reporting of mental health records 

to state police 

Of the bills considered, only HB1400, requiring universal background checks, failed by 

one vote, 13 to 14. 

“Today was a historic day for Pennsylvania and the effort to enact overdue firearm 

reforms” said PA SAFE CO-CHAIR Rep. Madeleine Dean, D-Montgomery. “While I am 

disappointed that universal background checks failed to be reported out – despite 

overwhelming public support – I am eager to continue progress on these other life-

saving bills for full passage as soon as possible. And I am determined to have universal 

background checks for all firearms sales in PA” 

Most Pennsylvanians will be dismayed to learn that a commonsense bill to require 

universal background checks failed to come out of the House Judiciary Committee 

today,” said PA SAFE Co-Chair Dan Frankel, D-Allegheny, “But there is good news – 

several important pieces of gun safety reform legislation did make it out of the 

committee and are scheduled for a House chamber vote this week. We will do 

everything we can to see that these bills become law.” 

The PA SAFE Caucus is a group of legislators who believe in reducing all types of 

violence in society, through adequate funding for mental health services; best use of 

new and existing law-enforcement tools; resources to curb the effects of addiction and 

illegal drugs; and solutions that reduce gun violence and promote public safety 

For more legislative information, consult the FOAC website. 
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 Mike Christeson Chip Gallo and others discussed legislation pending in Harrisburg and 

recent votes in the house judiciary committee to advance gun control with republicans 

help. Chip and Mike Kozak discussed how the FOAC and a few other individuals were 

the only ones in Harrisburg testifying in hearings and visited representative’s office 

providing documentation against why more gun control is not the solution to controlling 

bad people’s behavior. 

 

For more than a decade, the PA Legislature has been the place where gun control bills 

went to die. If that changes this year, it will be further evidence that the recent spate of 

mass shootings and the new wave of public advocacy it has unleashed – are moving 

the political needle in America. It has apparently shifted for some in the gun rights lobby 

as well. One important factor in the Senates’ domestic violence debate, sources have 

said, was the NRA agreement to be neutral on SB501, which meant votes on that bill 

won’t go into the associations grade for lawmakers. That provides essential political 

cover for law-makers like Marsico, who like to tout their strong ratings with the NRA.  

 

The fact that gun control ideas are getting a chance to breathe in Harrisburg, however, 

does not mean that getting bills to Gov. Tom Wolf’s desk has suddenly become easy.  

 

Four Democratic candidates backed by the Democratic Socialists of America (DSA) 

won primary elections for legislative seals in Pennsylvania. In the Pittsburgh area, 

Summer Lee and Sara Innamorato, Democrats who are both members of the DSA won 

primaries for state House Districts 34 and 21. Lee and Innamorato defeated state 

representatives Paul Costa and Dom Costa, both Democrats. They do not have 

Republican opponents in the general election. 

 

In Philadelphia, Democrats Elizabeth Fielder and Kristin Seale won legislative primaries 

for House Districts 184 and 168. Fielder does not have GOP opponent in the general 

election, while Seale will take on Rep. Christopher Quinn. 

The DSA hailed the legislative victories as a huge moment for the socialist movement.  

House Judiciary Committee Passes Wave of Gun (control) Safety Reform Bills 

Pennsylvania Voters’ Support for Gun Reform is at an All-Time High 


